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How to get involved

About One Hundred Poppies

Following suggestions via several of Toddington's community social media pages,
the One Hundred Poppies Trail is a voluntary project from Toddington Village
Sensory Trails to co-ordinate village residents, businesses, and organisations in
placing as many poppies as possible in our windows between the 8th and 15th
November 2020. The project aims to show support for Remembrance Day, but also
provides opportunities for the village to join together in a shared expression of
connection and positivity.
Toddington Village Sensory Trails will develop a free walking trail map highlighting
where poppies can be found, and residents of all ages will be invited to explore the
village with a simple mission: can you discover them all?

About Covid-19 and Health & Safety

A walking trail is a naturally socially-distanced activity if undertaken in family or
bubble groups - remember, current regulations permit gatherings of no more than
six people of any age outdoors.
Walking has positive benefits for mental and physical health, and the trail around
the village is buggy and wheelchair accessible. As the majority of the trail takes
place in areas where there are pavements, it is also suitable for use in wet weather
- welly boots for splashing in puddles very much encouraged!
Please ensure you observe the boundaries of people's property and do not enter
onto their land unless you have permission to do so; all poppies should be easily
visible from the pavement. Some trail-followers may choose to undertake the walk
as a personal act of remembrance, so please be considerate of people's different
needs and reasons for poppy hunting.

Putting a poppy in your window

Anyone can choose to place a poppy in their window - we're aiming for one hundred
at the minimum; this will equal the number of Pokemon the village hosted in the
windows of their homes during Lockdown.
You can use the Royal British Legion's official window poppy, or
you could create one of your own using a colouring sheet or by
undertaking a craft project. Any size is fine, as long as it's
clearly visible from the pavement.
To be part of the One Hundred Poppies trail, you need to
register your poppy. Email info@juliacollar.com or
message Toddington Village Sensory Trails via social
media.

About Toddington Village Sensory Trails

During Lockdown, local resident Julia Collar, secured funding from Farnham Maltings to
develop three socially-distanced family walking trails around the village to support the
community's wellbeing. The trails included a sensory trail round the heart of the
village for 0-7s, a History & Mystery trail for older ones exploring countryside paths,
and a Pokemon trail where residents kindly placed pictures of Pokemon in their
windows for children to find.
Julia also dressed as a unicorn and visited the children of key workers at St George's
school and several Lockdown birthdays to spread a little cheer.
Julia runs Collar & Cuffs Co, a sensory theatre company. She makes work for 0-7s and
people with complex needs about mental health, wellbeing and emotional
development. She has designed sensory and activity trails for places such as MK
Gallery, Shakespeare's New Place in Stratford-Upon-Avon, and the National Maritime
Museum.
To find out more, visit www.collarandcuffs.org where you'll find lots of free resources
to watch and download, you can also join the Toddington Village Sensory Trails
Facebook page as the hope is to continue to offer more community activities for and
with the village in the future.

About this activity pack

This pack has been designed to provide some simple ways of creating poppies,
including colouring sheets Julia has created, and ideas for craft projects; the craft
projects use minimal resources, so are affordable and easy to resource, there are also
options to suit most ages and abilities.
Finding ways to help children understand why Remembrance Day is important will
ensure future generations do not forget the human impact and cost of war. It can be
tricky sometimes to talk about it with our youngest community members, so the hope
is that this pack will provide some accessible and inclusive ways to enjoy and
participate in the trail, but also to understand the reason for it.
The pack uses a dyslexia-friendly font, Widgit symbols - a
picture-based communication system to support developing
readers and/or people with learning disabilities - social
stories to support those with social-communication
difficulties or limited life experience due to age, and sensory
activities for very young children, those with complex
needs, or those who prefer to learn and explore using
tangible, real experiences.
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Poppy Crafts

Quick, simple & accessible

Print some poppies using bottle caps,
potatoes cut in half, or washing up
sponges cut into circles. Dab a dot of
black paint in the middle. Create
stalks by printing them with the edge
of a piece of cardboard, or by dipping
the handles of a spoon in paint.
Alternatively, you can paint a green
background first and print over the
top.
Ideal for babies, toddlers or people
with limited dexterity.

Paper plate poppies

Trim aper plates and decorate with
paint using fingers, brushes or
sponges - you can also collage with
tissue paper or red autumn leaves.
Add a black dot in the middle with
paint or tissue paper.
These look good when sprinkled with
glitter too.
You can try making lots and stringing
them together to make a garland.

Poppy Crafts

A little bit trickier...

Paint or buy some red muffin or fairy
cake cases. Use green pipe cleaners
and black buttons to create centres
and stalks.
If you make lots, these twist together
very easily to make bouquets,
wreaths, or garlands.
For a simpler version, use lolly sticks
to make stalks and paint to create
the black centres.

Suncatchers

Cut outlines from black card, use the
offcuts to make the black centres.
Stick onto a piece of clear plastic office wallets work well. Stick on the
black centre with PVA glue. Fill in the
design using a thin layer of PVA glue,
then add your red and green tissue
paper on top. Leave to dry and then
stick to your window.
The more layers of tissue paper you
use, the more intense the colour. Use
a minimal amount of glue as
sometimes red tissue can turn pink if
it becomes too wet!

Poppy Crafts

Paper crafting

Cut four hearts out of red paper and
connect the pointed tips together at
the centre, covering the join with a
circle or shaped piece of black paper.
Experiment with different sizes - how
big or how small can you go?

Simple but stylish

Cut circles from red paper and use a black marker to add details. Create
buds by folding circles into quarters, and show flowers at different angles
by folding the circles in half.
Create stalks by making long, fine lines and crossing them with small
dashes. Add leaves if desired.
This craft works well on a green background, but also
looks good on plain white or even on newsprint.
Alternatively, draw out your poppies and stalks using
chalk pens directly on your windows.

How The Poppy Came To Be

About this story

This is an action story and gives a history of the evolution of the poppy as an
ancient flower, source of medicine and, finally, as a symbol of peace and
remembrance linked to the World Wars.
Share this story by telling it aloud using a few resources alongside the words to
help children understand time, distance, and the terrain of the battlefields in
France.
Adding in activities helps children to concentrate, and the activities described
support skills in maths, science, geography, drama and history! Activities also
make stories more fun, and more likely to be remembered too.
Activities are shown in red with instructions to follow. Adapt these as required to
suit the needs of your children, access to resources, time and space.

Resources

A measuring tape to measure out 11 metres - you could also approximate using
'giant strides'
An outdoor space - a garden, public park, playground
Three place markers - cones, jumpers, bags, balls, toys
Pictures or models of a Tyranosaurus Rex and a Triceratops
Red petals cut from paper or red carrier bags, or scraps of red fabric, red socks,
or gloves; hide these in your pocket until they're needed. If using paper or carrier
bags, make sure you tidy up afterwards. Red biodegradable confetti can be lovely,
or you could collect some red autumn leaves to sprinkle.
A rattling shaker - dried rice, pasta or lentils in a pot or jar, or a percussion
instrument
An atlas or globe, or a map open on a smart phone/tablet
A Remembrance Day poppy

How The Poppy Came To Be

Story

This story is about how the poppy flower came to be.
We're going to travel back in time. Not to yesterday, last week, or even last year,
but to long, long ago. So long ago, that it's nearly impossible for your brain to
imagine it...unless you know a bit about dinosaurs, but we'll come to that in a
minute.
Let's imagine that where we're standing now is today. We're going to begin our
journey back in time from here.
[Use your measuring tape or get ready to pace or stride. Leave a mark at your
starting point such as a jumper, cone, bag, etc]
We're going to unravel 11 metres of tape/take 11 giant strides. Imagine each
metre/stride is 10 million years of time - we can count them out in tens as we go.
[Measure/stride to 11 metres straight out from your starting point, counting in 10s,
put down your second marker]
Look how far back in the past we are! [Look back towards your first marker]
110 million years ago, our planet was very different. It was much hotter than our
planet is today [everyone mimes feeling hot - wiping forehead, etc] Europe, Asia
and North America weren't where they are now [point out the continents on an
atlas/globe] instead they were all squashed up together into one, great big island
on the sea towards the top of our planet [if appropriate to Covid-19 restrictions,
squash and huddle up together to make the island, or stand in a circle], and all the
other countries of the world were squashed up into another giant island at the
bottom of our planet.
The giant island at the top was called Laurasia - can you say Laurasia? [pronounced
Lor-ayz-sha; why not try saying it in funny voices or shouting it out, whispering it,
etc]
The island at the bottom was called Gondwana - can you say Gondwana?
[pronounced Gond-wahna] On these islands, there lived...dinosaurs!
We're interested in the dinosaurs living on the northern island of
Laurasia, because that's where poppies began.

How The Poppy Came To Be
There were chompy, stompy, roaring and mighty meat-eating dinosaurs like the
Tyrannosaurus Rex [look at the picture/model, can you stomp and roar like a TRex?], and there were gentler, chewing, grazing veggie-eating dinoasaurs like the
Triceratops [look at the picture/model, can you move and graze like a
Triceratops?]
Where the Triceratops liked to graze, in among the tall grasses, new red flowers
started to appear [stealthily pull out your red petals and hold them or sprinkle
them down near the grass]. They were the first poppies to evolve on earth.
Then, along came the Triceratops and ate them! [mime eating the poppies, and use
this as an opportunity to pick up the petals from the ground] Oh dear! No more
poppies!
But! Where the Triceratops' big feet and big bodies had trampled the ground, the
poppy's seed pods had been shaken and shaken, sprinkling seeds everywhere!
[trample round in a circle on the grass, shaking the shaker for the rattling seed
pods] Some grew again in the grass, others were carried off and away by the wind.
The poppies thrived, and grew and spread until they could be found in many
places on the eastern part of Laurasia.
Time moved on and some parts of the islands of Laurasia and Gondwana split
apart, and some parts crashed together [join hands and split them apart, clap
hands together for crashing] The continent of Africa floated up towards Laurasia,
and joined together, creating the Red Sea, which is a narrow sea that looks like a
long arm with two fingers pointing up at the end [hold out an arm with two fingers
pointing out, hold parallel to the ground]
Poppies growing in the lands around the Red Sea started to change. Let's go and
look! We're travelling to 8 million years ago [measure back towards your first
marker 10 metres/strides, counting in tens again, and pause] At this time, inside
the poppies, tiny particles fused together and transformed the ingredients the
plant was made from [squish and squash your hands together]. These new
ingredients meant poppies now had special powers: they could be used to make
medicines that help to cure pain.
We're going to move on in time again, but we need to make a new
measurement to show that, so let's go back to our today marker. We
can measure/stride in another direction, and this time each
metre/stride is one thousand years - can we count in thousands?
[measure/stride out 8 metres from your first marker in a new
direction and put down your third marker]

How The Poppy Came To Be
We're now back eight thousand years ago. Around the top of the pointy fingers of
the Red Sea, there was a kingdom called Sumeria [use arms and fingers to make
the Red Sea again]. The people of Sumeria knew about the poppies' special
powers, and started farming them: they grew lots and lots in beautiful, floppy,
fields of flowers, to harvest and make medicine. The Sumerians also knew that
poppy seeds were tasty to eat.
Poppy seeds for eating, poppy medicine, and poppy growing began to spread. Let's
go back to three thousand years ago [measure/stride back 3 metres/strides
towards your first marker] Around this time, poppy seeds and poppy medicine
were being used in Ancient Egypt - furniture from the tomb of Tutankhamun was
painted with pictures of poppies; and then let's take another step and travel to
two thousand years ago [measure/stride another step towards your first marker]
and poppies are being grown in India, even as far north as the mighty mountains of
the Himalayas.
Let's take another step and travel to one thousand years ago [measure/stride
another step towards your first marker]. Poppies are being grown in ancient
Greece. The have become a symbol or badge for Hypnos, the Greek god of sleep
because poppy medicine can make you sleepy [make some snoring noises and
pretend to sleep] In stories from Ancient Greece, it is said that Hypnos was the
son of Nyx [Nix] - the night time - and Erebus [Air-eh-bus]- the darkness. He lived
in a cave where the entrance is surrounded by poppies, and out of the cave flows
a smooth and still river called 'Forgetfulness'.
So, poppies have been around for millions of years, but have been very important
as food, medicine, and symbols to humankind for around 8 thousand years!
Let's make one last measurement. We're going to travel back in time from today
to just over 100 years ago. We will measure one metre/stride from our starting
marker. Turn around, and look towards our first marker 110 million years ago, now
look at our second marker at 8 thousand years ago [look at each marker in turn]
100 years is no time at all in comparison.
About 100 years ago in France [show France on a map/atlas/globe], there was a
big war. It was fought in fields. Some were grassy countryside, some were
full of wheat or vegetables growing.
Soldiers crossed the fields on foot, deep trenches were dug in the
fields for soldiers to work and shelter in, bombs, shells and
bullets smashed into the fields and soon the ground was turned
to thick, sticky, claggy, icky, oozy mud.

How The Poppy Came To Be
When the battle was over, the fields looked ruined. But, there were poppy seeds
hiding in the soil. [Use the shaker again] The churning of the mud had brought them
up to the surface, the chemicals in the bombs and shells gave them extra power
to grow, and soon the fields were covered in red, waving, dancing poppies
[sprinkle your poppy petals over the children's heads].
Many soldiers were hurt and many soldiers died in the war. It was a very sad time.
The red dancing poppies were red like the blood of those hurt or killed, but the
red poppies also reminded people that, even in the worst of times, there is always
hope and new life to come.
Today, we wear our poppies to remember and say thank you to the soldiers who
died in that war one hundred years ago [pin on your Remembrance Day poppy],
and to remember and say thank you to the soldiers who have died in wars since
then.
Poppies can grow in even the hardest of conditions, they are survivors: they
outlived the dinosaurs [collect back the second marker], outlived ancient
civilisations like the Sumerians, Egyptians and Greeks [collect back the third
marker], and can even turn battlefields into a flower meadows. We still use the
special powers of the poppy in our medicine today too, and you may find poppy
seeds sprinkled on top of bread, in cakes, or used in curries [make some yummy
noises]
And that is how the poppy came to be.

Follow-on activities
Why not do some baking and tasting with poppy seeds? You could also grow some
in your garden or in a pot. Wild flower versions are great for attracting insects,
but there are also lots and lots of different colours and sizes available in
cultivated forms too.
Note for Toddington Residents:
There are lots of poppies to be seen in our village in the summer - look for them
along the fences by the allotments, along the verge from the allotments and
down towards Dropshort Marsh, out on the fields from Dropshort Marsh
and along the Chiltern Heritage Trail, and along the pathway from
Dunstable Road (close end) and onto the Glebe.
You can also sometimes spot poppies on the hill above Poplars
Garden Centre. These poppies mark a spot where there was
once a Roman Villa. You will also see lots of different varieties
and colours in people's gardens, especially along Grange Road.

In Flanders Field

Extract from In Flanders Field by John McCrae | 1915

Cooking with Poppies

Recipes

Poppy seeds are delicious! They're often used in making bread, cakes and biscuits.
The flavour works really well with lemon. You can buy them from most big
supermarkets or health food shops. Here's a simple recipe for a poppy seed and
lemon loaf cake - this is one of our family recipes, enjoy!
Ingredients
6oz/170g self raising flour
6oz caster sugar
6oz butter or margerine
3 eggs
1 tsp baking powder
Juice and rind of a lemon
Poppy seeds
Optional
4oz/125g icing sugar
Juice and rind of a lemon
More poppy seeds
Method
Pre-heat your oven to 180 degrees/gas mark 4. Grease and line a 2lb-sized loaf tin
Grate the rind from your lemon, and squeeze the juice. Set aside.
Beat together the butter and sugar until light, fluffy and creamy. Mix in tablespoon
of the flour.
Beat in each egg at a time, followed by a spoon of flour.
Add in the remaining flour and baking powder, poppy seeds, lemon juice and rind.
Beat for a couple of minutes until thoroughly combined.
Scrape mixture into the loaf tin and bake in the centre of the oven for 35
minutes or until a skewer inserted in the middle comes out clean.
When baked allow to cool fully. If you're planning to decorate it
then grate the rind from a lemon and set aside. Pour the lemon
juice into the icing sugar to create a smooth icing, add a drop of
water if the icing seems too thick. Pour the icing on top of the
cake and sprinkle with the lemon rind and some extra poppy
seeds. Allow a little time for the icing to set before eating.

Lifecycle of a Poppy

What is a Sensory Story?

A sensory story is a story or poem that combines a few lines of text with some
simple, but powerful sensory experiences. They're ideal for young children,
people of all ages with complex needs, and also for people with dementia. To tell
a sensory story, gather all the resources you need together so you have them
close to hand as they're needed. Take your time and leave space to enjoy the
sensory experiences together. For more about sensory stories see Joanna Grace's
wonderful book 'Sensory-Being for Sensory Beings'.
Below is a list of resources you'll need for this story. Feel free to adapt these
ideas to what you feel will work best for the person/people you're sharing this
story with. The text you read out to tell the story is in black, the instructions
about using the sensory resources is in red. For this story, you will need to use
your hands, so be Covid-19 Safer and make sure everyone washes their hands
well first - you could even use poppy soap!
Resources
Dried black beans, or rice (pop in a plastic bag with some black paint, squidge
to cover the rice with the paint, then pour onto a tray to dry), black buttons,
black lego pieces
A tray or jar
Potting compost, sawdust, sand, or a piece of brown fabric to use as soil
A water spray or a bowl of water you can dip your fingers into to flick and
splatter drops like rain
A torch or lamp, ideally one that creates a bit of warmth
Red scarves or handkerchiefs, scraps of red fabric, red carrier bags or red
gloves - you will need a few bits of material, why not have a variety?
A pair of black socks rolled together or a black ball
Green scarf or handkerchief, a scrap of green fabric, a
green carrier bag or a green glove - only one required
Red confetti - pieces of red paper or red carrier bag cut
into petal shapes or biodegradable confetti, artificial/silk
petals, red autumn leaves, red feathers

Lifecycle of a Poppy

Poppy flowers dancing in the sigh of the breeze,
Amongst the grass and wheat, like a bright-jewelled sea
Ruby red, proud, fierce and free
But, how did you get there to wave at me?
First the seeds, black and round,
Fall to the earth and sink into the ground
There they lie for thirty days,
Soaking up the rain and the sun's warm rays
Then, a tiny shoot breaks free
And begins to push and grow out of the seeds
Up through the grass, the shoot climbs above
Until it grows a fat, green bud
The bud folds back and the flowers appear
It's summertime and the poppies are here!
Floppy red petals around a black, black heart
Full of nectar for bees, hear them buzz, see them dart
Soon the petals fade, wilt and flutter away
Giving goodness to the soil for future poppy bouquets
The heart has turned into a pod, tough and brown
From a stem with a flower, to a seedcase crown
The seedcase dries, and the seeds become ripe
Can you hear them rattle? It's the sound of new life
The wind shakes them free, and they scatter all over
To create new poppies next summer in the grass and the clover
Poppy flowers dancing in the sigh of the breeze,
Amongst the grass and wheat, like a bright-jewelled sea
Ruby red, proud, fierce and free
I now know how you got there to wave at me

Lifecycle of a Poppy

Poppy flowers dancing in the breeze,
Amongst the grass and wheat, like a bright jewelled sea

Waft and wave your pieces of red material to make dancing poppy flowers

Ruby red, proud, fierce and free
But, how did you get there to wave at me?
First the seeds, black and round,
Fall to the earth and sink into the ground

Present your beans or rice on a tray or in a jar to feel and rattle, then sprinkle
on to your soil

There they lie for thirty days,
Soaking up the rain and the sun's warm rays

Spray a gentle mist of water and feel it on face, hands, etc. Shine the torch or
lamp, feeling the heat on face and hands.

Then, a tiny shoot breaks free
And begins to push and grow out of the seeds

Make a fist and hide the green fabric inside to create a seed - you can model this,
or fold the fabric into the hand of the person you're sharing the story with - pull
a tiny corner of the fabric out of the top of your first, and continue pulling until
the fabric creates a tall shoot.

Up through the grass, the shoot climbs above
Until it grows a fat, green bud

Hide a piece of red fabric inside your hand, then put the green glove on
your/their hand, or cover your/their hand in the green fabric to turn it into a bud.

The bud folds back and the flowers appear
It's summertime and the poppies are here!
trick

Peel back the glove or fabric, and pull out the red fabric quick like a magic

Floppy red petals around a black, black heart
Full of nectar for bees, hear them buzz, see them dart
Place the black socks in the middle of your red fabric and hold
like a flower, pinch together the fingers of your hand, make a
buzzing noise and fly it around to visit the poppy flower.

Lifecycle of a Poppy

Soon the petals fade, wilt and flutter away
Giving goodness to the soil for future poppy bouquets
Sprinkle your red confetti

The heart has turned into a pod, tough and brown
From a stem with a flower, to a seedcase crown
Make fists and stroke the bony knuckles

The seedcase dries, and the seeds become ripe
Can you hear them rattle? It's the sound of new life

Pick up some of your beans and rattle and shake them inside your fist, listen for
the noise

The wind shakes them free, and they scatter all over
To create new poppies next summer in the grass and the clover
Open your fist slightly at the bottom to let the beans shake out.

Poppy flowers dancing in the sigh of the breeze,
Amongst the grass and wheat, like a bright-jewelled sea
Wave your pieces of red fabric again.

Ruby red, proud, fierce and free
I now know how you got there to wave at me

Lifecycle of a Poppy
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